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The Millennium 'Hedgerow' Crown
In September 2000 'Blue Peter', the
BBC television's flagship children's
programme*, launched a competition
inviting its viewers to submit designs
for a crown of the 21st century. The
winning entry would be made up in
the Asprey and Garrard workshops
and the finished article would be
placed in HM Tower of London.
The response was amazing and
20,620 children sent in their designs,
which covered all manner of subjects
including famous landmarks like the
London Eye and Big Ben. There were
three age categories in the competition:
7 years and under; 8, 9 and 10 years;
and 11 to 15 years. The Governor of the
Tower of London, the Crown Jeweller,
and the 'Blue Peter' presenters Konnie
Huq and Liz Barker, judged the entries.
The award winner was Georgina
Elliott aged 11, whose design was a
crown featuring the countryside
hedgerow made up of blackberries,
hawthorn berries, rose hips and wheat
sheaves, in a green meadow. When
asked what her inspiration was she

*For international readers less familiar with the
'Blue Peter' series, it was first transmitted in
1958 and is the longest continuously running
children's programme in the world, and well

The crown designed by Georgina
Elliott aged 11. The front of the crown
is shown above, and the back is
illustrated right.
responded, "I wanted to produce
something that might disappear in the
future and would look delicate, and I
thought the hedgerow design would
look really nice."
Continued on p. 42

known for its symbol. of the blue ship.
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The workbooks in the archive are
records of workshop orders showing
detailed costings for materials and
labour, plus 40% POR (Profit to Omar
Ramsdenl and the price to the cus
tomer, sometimes with an added com
ment such as 'but worth far more'. All
figures used in the costings are given
in Ramsden's private code. This pen
dant appears as 'Order No 3369, B W
Horne 10 memorial pendants, finished
Mar 31st 1930'. The calculations show
a manufacturing cost of £3 for each,
with a price to the customer of £5.

Alongside the calculation is a thumb
nail sketch identifying the piece, show
ing the M-form of the main element but
not the bead drops.
Ramsden is known particularly for
his work in silver, and for his reinven
tion of the mazer form. His jewellery
has scarcely been studied, although
many pieces have appeared in recent
years. Formally the jewellery follows
the mediaevalising designs of his
silver, and usually combines floral or
foliate motifs with cabochon semi-pre
cious stones or enamel. It is only rarely

possible to know how many examples
of a design were cast, and some are
clearly one-off special commissions.
This find is an excellent example
of the way in which an archive can
assist in identifying a piece, and the
story from the family history enhances
the interest. I am grateful to Malcolm
Chase for bringing it to my attention,
and to Christopher Cavey for his assis
tance in identifying the stones. Thanks
are due also to David Beasley and his
staff in the library at Goldsmiths' Hall
for their continuing support.

The Gem Discovery Club

New developments for the Wednesday 'Playgroup'
The popular GAGTL Wednesday club
began its eighth year in March and as
I write at the end of May we have con
ducted over 340 sessions.
The club is to be developed and will
include add-on features while maintain
ing the club atmosphere which is so
valued. We are concerned that club
sessions should be fun and that partci
pants feel able to suggest, arrange and
produce many sessions themselves.
Expansion will take place alongside-not instead of-the activi
The
ties which are so popular at pre
sent so that the club atmosphere
will remain unchanged. For this
reason the name Gem Discovery
Club is appropriate and some at least of
its sessions will be written up as a per
manent record. It is planned to achieve
a broader range of activities and we will
be interested to hear any suggestions
from readers of GJN.
There are many areas that no
groups of this kind have fully explored:
among them: taken at random, are gem
deposits of different areas (we can
back up such topics with examples and
literature), the use of geological maps
of gem-bearing areas and of such gem
mological equipment as the goniometer
(table spectrometerl. This needs a resi
dential course and very steady hands
but is very interesting to try! Ian Mercer
has already begun a discussion, with
models, of crystal symmetry with a view
to explaining Miller indices; we could
progress from this to space group nota
tion and what all the symbols mean in
the standard mineralogical literature.
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The evenings do not have to be
devoted entirely to gemstones: I have
available a very large store of interest
ing publications on both gemstones
and minerals. At present we are intro
ducing ourselves to the simpler mod
ern texts which mineralogists keep on
the bench. One of these is 'Fleischer'
(now Fleischer's glossary of mineral
species, latest edition 1999). This gives
all accredited species names where

possessed and confidently published.
They started where many gemmolo
gists did -knowing nothing. This is
why the Gem Discovery Club exists.
The informality is prized and each
week some fresh interest is produced;
the latest was a parcel of four rubies
with natural-seeming inclusions. These
proved to be cracks induced by thermal
shock and the rubies at last yielded
the characteristic Verneuil-type growth
lines. These were very tricky
stones and the first examples
informality is prized and each week some
we had encountered. Maggie
Campbell-Pedersen showed us
fresh interest is produced . . .
some narwhal and other tusks,
and among the many specimens
currently being examined by the group
applicable, and best reference in
are an African chrome kyanite crystal of
English (to American mineralogist
a distinctly bluish-green (but a percepti
unless otherwise stated). Groups have
ble red through the Chelsea filter): a fine
their own section at the end of the
pink Burmese spinel with a slightly adu
alphabetically-arranged main text and
larescent appearance from inclusions:
it is interesting to see, not only how the
a blue double star sapphire from Sri Lanka
number of validated species has
and some small uvite crystals from Burma.
increased by about one per week, but
I know that the most careful
also how the groups have increased in
preparation is always needed for the
size -try the amphiboles! Some min
most informal-seeming events but this
eral collectors are 'species collectors'
can be achieved with the same
and use Fleischer to tick off each
resources and enthusiasm which has
species as they acquire it.
Looking at what others do in a
been around for seven years! Today (in
general) many people are faced less
gem/mineral context is always worth
with rivalry between different activi
while and educational. Perhaps we
ties than between not doing very much
miss something in our exam-driven
and doing something! It would not be
world and we are planning to intro
duce links with other organizations
too difficult to arrange outdoor activi
ties, such as a day trip to the Natural
with whom we might build a working
History Museum in Paris, where, as I
relationship. If you look at some publi
write, there is a major exhibition on the
cations from the mineral side you may
Michael O'Donoghue
diamond.
be surprised at the depth of knowledge
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